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Solar hot water
Hot water use makes up around a third of a house’s electricity bill. Solar hot water systems, 
if used correctly, can reduce this cost by 30 to 80 per cent.
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How to get the most from solar hot water
Following a small pilot study CSIRO has come up with a simple checklist for owners of solar hot water systems and people looking 
to install/upgrade. Following these tips will ensure that you are getting the most out of your solar hot water system:

aAre your pipes insulated? The pipes around your 
hot water tank and solar collector need insulation to retain 
the heat in the water, without insulation you may experience 
energy losses of up to 30 per cent. If you have a split system, 
check that both the inlet and outlet water pipes between the 
solar collector and water tank have high quality insulation 
(specially designed pipe insulation is available for this 
purpose, usually black and at least 1cm thick).

aDo you have a booster switch? Installing and 
more importantly using a booster switch could be vital to 
making the most from your solar hot water system. A booster 
switch gives you the ability to proactively manage your system 
by controlling when you use electricity or gas to heat water or 
when you want to use your solar power only.

aHow frequently do you use your booster 
switch? It is worth having the booster under your control 
so you can ensure that you are not using electricity when 
you could be using the sun! At the very least you could turn 
your booster switch on in winter and off in summer. Or if you 
wanted to make a greater dent to your power bills, you would 
turn it on/off more frequently, as the sun shines (turn off) or if 
it is raining or cloudy (turn on).

aIs your hot water always above 60 degrees? 
Water temperature is important for your family’s health. If 
water temperature falls below 60 degrees it can promote 
harmful bacterial growth in your water tank. Use your booster 
switch wisely to keep temperatures above 60 degrees. 

aIs your solar collector clean and clear? Shade 
and dust make solar collectors inefficient and you won’t 
make the best savings if you don’t minimise these barriers to 
sunlight. Occasionally clean your collector to ensure it is dust 
free and trim trees surrounding your home to ensure your 
solar collector is not obstructed/shaded from sunlight.

For more tips and info visit: 
www.yourhome.gov.au/technical/fs65.html

Your Booster Switch

The booster switch controls if your water is heated by the sun or by 
the electric heating element.

Your booster switch will be in the house, in the meter box (the circuit 
breaker for the solar hot water system), or you may not have one.

Note: Some systems use gas instead of electricity and no booster 
switch is needed. 

Note: Your tank will either be found on the roof with the collector or on the side of your house.
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